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Text:

I’m watching you.

You’re across from me and I feel like you’re copying what I do. Or am I mimicking you? You’re trying to  
someone. You’re not putting very much into it. You kiss the person but then your face turns red and you lose a 
bit of restraint and start to lick the person. But maybe to you it is still kissing, but there’s so much spit, and your 
mouth is open, and it’s ugly. And my heart is going fast but I wish it wasn’t because I wish I couldn’t see you. 

And then I watch you start to  and I can’t believe how quickly it’s happening, and how the person is pretending 
to enjoy it. And then we turn them over and  them hard from behind because that’s power and that’s what we 
really want to have. I want to  from behind, hard. Pumping the way it feels good and not caring because anyone 
will pretend they’re enjoying it because they’re scared that you’ll stop it or not want to  them like that again. 
And I want to talk about rap music and making apps.

And then I close my eyes and now I can hear you instead of see you, and you’re punching and chewing and 
slapping and . So I’m kicking and punching and slapping and , but I’ll solve it by stopping. I’ll stay totally still 
and my heart may stop because it needs to to stop doing what we’re doing. But that’s fine because I don’t want 
to be like you.

Now you’re ripping them apart and eating their insides. You’re pulling out their bones and eating their meat, and 
you’re  their guts because their asshole is gone, and their vagina is long gone, and any holes you could  are all 
mush. And you’re licking their brain and you’re doing it all wrong but everyone can see us, and they all think 
it’s fine. The windows are open and so it must be the right way, and maybe I’m just not like you.  

But it doesn’t matter because we finished. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBwh5NNL2-Y
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